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his committee," interrupted Senator
Penrose, "Americans are daily being

ing whom it will recognize ;is governor of New York.
Under the Dick law, by which the
national guard enjoys government.
aids, requisition for urms. animuni- tiou, supplies and transportation inusi
bo approved by the governor.
Theiv
jis the possibility of tins question
coming up in connection with somo
militia maneuvers at Poekskill, N. V.,
in September.
The question might come up in a
more pressing manner in an extra- -

NO. 157

have forbidden us to go witli them if
mev nau Known who tney were. '
"I knew it was wrong for me to go
murdered in Mexico. Here is a prom-- j
with either one of them, but I did
inent American citizen in danger of
not consider It. postli'ly wrong for
have information that
being shot,
me to go with Mr. Caminetti, because
more man vm Americans nave neeu
the time he'd spend with me, T knew
killed and that their names are on
he wouldn't spend with his wife, anyfile in the department of state.
way."
"The president of the United States
is known by this senate," returned
Xorris followed Marsha WarSenator Bacon, "to be in good faith,
rington on the witness stand yesterand to the best of his ability, trying
day and repealed virtually unchanged,
to deal with the situation through
but in even stronger terms, the sad!
save
of seduction, intimidation
will
that
this
methods
and' FOR TWELVE DAYS, CONSECUTIVELY,
country
story
AS
MEXICAN
SITUATION
THE GOVERNMENT CLOSES ITS CASE
DEBATE ON
GLYNN,
from the great disaster of a war. I
from Sacramento to Tteno,
emment
tue te,uni1
bases its
BY believe the American people recognize
OF
GOVERNOR
TO DAY
THE STATES
ACTING
IN THE PROSECUTION ,on which the government
STARTED IN SENATE TODAY
OF KANSAS,
NEWYi)11BUl,P
that and are upholding him in his efwould be compelled to call on the gov- (prosecution of .Maury I Diggs and
OF DIGGS ON THE WHITE SLAVRESOLUTION CALLING ON PRESI- forts."
Drew Caminetti under the Mann act!
AND OKLAHOMA SUFFER
YORK, CALLS UPON SULZER TO ,ernor and Hi that way recognize one
which forbids the transportation of
Senator Penrose retorted that he
ERY
TURN OVER EXECUTIVE OFFICES
ON believed the
DENT FOR
INFORMATION
FROM HIGH TEMEPERATURES AND
WILL women for immoral
CHARGE.
DEFENSE
from!
Neither Government Recognized.
administration was enpurposes
lone
J- - Alls in -lt
efto
in
"in
a
state
another.
faith
trial
The
of
good
gaged,
developREF1ISEB
Trt,utn.
patriotic
AND
LACK OF WATER.
STATUS OF WM. B. HALE.
INTRODUCE TESTIMONY.
iU
fort to solve the problems" but he beCaminetti will follow that of Diggs
efi U)d(iy tlmt an emf was mml(j 1Wt
now
lieved it was time to take some "police
in
Govannouncement
progress.
the
that
night
measure" to prevent further "murder
ernor Fielder, of New Jersey, had
The day was punctuated by a series WATER
DUAL ADMINISTRATION
LOLA MORRIS PROVES
IMPORTED IN CAR
SENSATIONS PROMISED
of men and outrages on women."
Governor
Lieutenant
recognized
jef sharp minor speeches. Juror Bliss
'showed
Objections carried all the resoluto
a
as
York
the
the
of
New
disposition
question
governor
BRINGS MUCH CONFUSION! Glynn
LOADS BY MANY TOWNS
TO BE A GOOD WITNESS good faith of the
IN SENATE NEXT WEEK tions over for another day, without refin making requisition
lor a man ar- government's prose-- j
erence to committee.
in
n
outer
from
evidence
withholding
rented in New York City on a criminal
Page Must Apologize.
transcript story told by Marsha Wrar- and who was wanted in Hud- j San
.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 15. How to
Francisco, Cal., Aug 15. The nngton to the assistant district atC, Aug. 15. Sen- - London, Aug. 15. Surprise was! Albany, N. Y., Aug. 15. A formal de- charge
Washington,
son county, New Jersey.
feet water for man and beast and how
morncase
closed
its
this
of
ator Penrose forced another debate on caused in England by the news from mand for the surrender of the exeeu- on
government
Sacramento
the
county
torney
in
the goverThe executive clerk
home from lteno, after the ar- to save a little out of wrecked crops
the Mexican situation today by intro- the United States that Ambassador tive chamber and offices, the privy
offlc(,
state(, ,oday tllat in ing against Maury T. Diggs, former way
had been instructed to apologize
Page
rests, which is now in the possession of corn presented .Missouri, Kansas
ducing a resolution calling on Presi- to the British government for the com- seal and all books, papers, records, forwarding the requisition papers, no f tate architect of California, with the ot the
s
He was instruct- and Oklahoma and increasingly
prosecution
and documents relating to the exec- - name was used, the document merely testimony of Nellie Barton, a friend ed by the
dent Wilson to inform the senate ments made on the
court
would
that
the
was
It
the
Marsha
jury
the
whom
of
problem
twelfth,
govtoday.
Warrington,
whether William Bayard Hale ts In policy by Henry Lane Wilson, Ameri- utlve department was made on Gov. having been addressed to "The gove ernment charges Diggs transported take cognizance of nothing except day of intense heat. There were scatrnor ot New York, as had been tne
Mexico City as the agent of any ex- can ambassador to Mexico. The affair Wm. Sulzer this afternoon by Lieutenfrom Sacramento to Reno for purposes what came regularly before it.
tered Bhowers yesterday afternoon,
custom.
ecutive department official of the gov- had not excited the slightest attention. ant Governor Glynn.
which the Mann act defines as a felas to his state of mind and last night. Most of them were inCuriosity
exerhe
Governor
Lieutenant
British
The
Glenn,
ernment, if so, by what authority
newspapers had hitherto
Governor Sulzer refused to comply
increased when, after the noon ad- effectual entirely, and while so much
ony.
state- with the demand.
was appointed and what compensation ignored Ambassador Wilson's
cising the functions of acting goverMiss Burton testified thai on March journment, lie wasilftoen minutes as half an inch of water fell
-i
yesterday
se.ment, but they print it today as an
be has been given.
Included in Governor Sulzer's refu- nor, used this afternoon the great
22. while in her father's bakery, she! late, but
Judge Van Fleet accepted at Topeka, it was in narrowly restrictof explanation of the grounds
The White House explanation
for the sal, according to D. Cady Herrick, of the state for the first time since was asked over the
to visit suavely his statement that he had ed limits.
telephone
The seal was the office of Charles S.
Hale's presence in Mexico has been apology.
an at misunderstood the instruction as to
chief of his counsel, is a proposal that Sulzer's impeachment.
Long trains of tank cars supply sev
that he was there as a personal friend Ambassador Page is not likely fo Glynn and Sulzer prepare an agreed affixed on extradition papers In the torney. She complied. Harris,
when to return.
eral Oklahoma and western Kansas
inforsee
Edward
Sir
of President Wilson, forwarding
Grey, the British sec- statement of the facts in the contra-- case of Leads Ductat, or Cleveland,
introduced
she
whom
Diggs,
knew,
In dismissing the jury last night the towns with all the water they get. A
mation.
retary of state for foreign affairs this
and submit them to the courts Chio, now in a Buffalo jail and want-t- Iter to Harris.
This was after the court repeated the usual caution and
train of SO cars of water was shipiSenator Penrose declared that he week as Mr. Page is attending the Pil- yersy
of
is
New
ed
the
authorities
Marsha at. the same time, explained the parCuyahoga return of Diggs, Caminetti,
determine who
by
governor of
from Pittsburgh, Kan., early toped
had no desire to further complicate a grims ceremony at Southampton today York.
from ticularly emphatic, admonitions he
county, Ohio.
Warrington and Lola Norris
delicate situation or to indulge in and Sir ICdward expects to go to the
day to the mines of a coal company
Mr. Glynn's letter is addressed to
Reno and their disgrace was common gave yesterday.
iu the Pittsburgh district. The exHe referred, however, tolrountry tomorrow.
jingoism.
Mr. Sulzer Bimply as "Hon. William
talk.
"I don't want to be understood," pense of shipping water is so great
Asks Intervention.
dispatches from Mexico telling of the
IN
I
Y."
N.
"Mr.
is
PEACE
and
asked
what
tne
signed
Sulzer, Albany,
Diggs
thought said the
"as having implied that several smaller mines have shut
serious plight of Shirley C. Hulse.
.Mexico City, Mex., Aug.
15. The by Mr. Glynn as acting governor and
of the talk," Miss Rarton testified. yesterday judge,
that there was any well down.
THE
FOLLOWING
of Lieutenant Governor Ray- raso reported reads as follows:
"I toid him I though the, girls had founded suspicion as to the integrity
,ontim al
..,.,
m,
...i,o
In a section of Seward county, Kanernme, t today that Col.
MINOT RIOTS been foolish to go."
"In the performance of the duty
of the jury. The suggestion I had in
.
wi e and little daughter, are believed
where no rain has fallen in two
" 'Not fools to go.' said Harris, 'hut
sas,
a brother ot Governor which has devolved on me by article
"rranw.
atmind came from one of my own
to be in danger from revolutionists
the few wells that st'.'l
I
to
months,
at
fools
it.'
"
6,
he
section
of
the
caught
get
'
constitution,
four,
""1.
N. Dak., Aug. 15. Overtures
tendants, but it did not mean that
rear the city of Chihuahua. The senure surrounded by campers,
ha. asked the officially demand that, you deliver and fwMinot,
"They told me warrants were to be any one knew anything of a sinister!
a
Kottlenipnt ff the Ironator declared that unless the mission L mt ?f
families that have ilosed douse and
sworn out. that Mrs. Diggs had left nature of
mtrvon.
Mexico, surrender to me as acting governor. ,,,,,
t f utl.,m,,tu n!
a marked
any one on this fury. It
of John Lind developed
to tent near a water source.
that there was to be was
Interview.
LlndH..
Another
constitutiongone
husband,
the
of
her
your
period
one
during
conthat
like
he
to
In
World
looking
in conditions
suggested
Mexico,
trial Workers of the
change
Mr. a member
tl10 Personal represents- - al disability to act as governor,
Joh"
and
From
that
the
,jln(i'
Alma, Kansas, came o. ruport
everything
prosecutions
m
seen
of
week.
ti.
had
been
the jury
npvt
duct street meetings and organiza"ve of
Wilson, had a con use, possession ami occupant ... "'ntion of farm hands have been made Diggs was convicted of Marsha would talking with some one connected with couched for by one of the city fathers,
lavine before it certain information he ference President
lie convicted of; that they would suf- the defense."
lasting an hour late last night executive cnamner ana omces;
that a woman, in a moment of desperami
did not disclose today.
....
............ by leaders of the organization and the
t
i.
in
with Frederico Gam boa, the Mexican n.-alike.
fer
UKewiHtf uruvt-- r huu Buiitiu- - .m(j0-jtjpf- l
ation,
umi
you
wishing to verify or kill forever
to
close
labor
the
believe
are
a
recess
pretty
getting
"Things
During
todny
photog
foreign minister at Gamboa's private aer 10 me me executive privy seal oi war here is
"Tliey told me that if Marsha would
an end.
and moving picture men in- the old story or frying au egg in the
home," declared Senator Penrose, residence.
nearing
raphers
about
Mr.
the bungalow vaded the court room
Lind went and return- the Btate of New York; and also all
remember
"and are becoming serious when Am ed
It was stated by officials however, oaly
and there was sun, had prepared a fresh laid one
unaccompanied.
books, papers, records and documents t)m) pi.lflonerg w,10 participated in the sit Reno and what Mr. Diggs had told a flurry among the principals in the nicely in a skillet with butter and
ertcan citizens are molested and their
saved. Diggs
Several thousand Indians in the in said chamber or offices, or else-,
ar. her, they could both be
all "fried it to a T" on a flagstone before
case and the women
lives and' property endangered, t Ped Huatusco
rjoting wh,ch na8 reBllltpn
district of Vera Cruz, have where in your charge, possession or riJH,a
drew a diagram of the bungalow, ff whom covered theirspectators,
her door with only the sun for heat.
One
faces.
Bonally I am willing to wait a few days risen in
the position of the two bedrevolt, according to official custody, relating to or in any wise
was fined $50. The
to see if the mysterious mission of
Fire, which did nearly a thousand
socialists, showing
The trial of twenty-onphotographer
rooms.
received
here.
The
Indians
connected with or pertaining to the headed
dollars damage in a home at Entercourt confiscated his negatives.
Lind produces any tangible result. In reports
former city
Arthur
Leseur,
by
"
told
to
he
'He.
tell
to
her
are
to
sure
have listened to promises executive department.
say.'
The bearer official was continued
Earlier in the day the court com prise, Kan., yesterday was attributed
the event that it does not, early next madesaidto them
today with the
had the front
by Carran.a's agents hereof is authorized to receive your introduction of the
week I expert to address the senate
for the me, 'that she and
mented sharply on ., tho presence, of ha,., the sun's rayvttliiulnjf through a
'testimony
bedroom' together and Cumljiotil
women in the court.
on conditions in Mexico and will offer that the land is to be divided among answer to tills communication.
defense.
lamp chimney in a window on paper
I the rear room.'
a resolution which, I hope, will go them.
"Respectfully,
"I see some very young women in on a dusk.
what
about
asked
Harris
federal
Detachments
of
have
"Then
he
troops
someway toward asserting the dignity
of the court loom," said the
Before noon in most section of MisJSigned "MARTIN H. GLYNN,
SECRETARY LANE WILL
the berths and tickets. Mr. Harris the rear
of the Un'ted States and its firm in- been sent from here against bands ot
"Acting Governor.";
"Are they accompnnied by their souri, Kansas and Oklahoma, the merCONFERENCE.
judge.
ATTEND
could
she
Emiliano
him
of
adherents
say
the only thing
told
Zapata.
tention to protect the lives and propuovernor .sulzer s reply was given
or chaperons?"
cury was well on the way to the hunColorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 15.
To Ask Aid For Hulse.
was that she didn't know who paid mothers
to Mr. Glynn's messenger. It
erty of Ar.iericana in Mexico."
One of the girls spoke up and said dred mark. In Topeka last night was
promptly
inof
HI
the
for them.
Paso, Texas, Aug. 15. American was addressed to Hon. Martin
Mr. Penrose asked Chairman Bacon
H. Secretary Franklin K. Lane
were.
the eleventh during which the therPres"I agreed to go because they told me that they
of the foreign relations committee, if Consul T. D. Edwards this morning Glynn, lieutenant governor, and said: terior department will represent
is the case," said the judge, mometer had not gone below 75. Last
"If
that
of
Marsha
I
me
at
if
didn't
conference
govtold
Wilson
ident
the
tc.
to
a
They
Chihuahmf.
of
Hale.
dispatched messenger
he would reveal the status
"Sir: Yours of August 15th deto jail. "then the responsibility is on them night's minimum there was 77.
"X decline to answerr," replied Seninforming Consul Marion Letcher of manding that I deliver and surrender ernors which will meet here August would he convicted and sent
St. Joseph, Mo., reports that unless
didn't, .want to see her and not on the court."
the plight of Shirley C. Hulse and ; to you as acting governor the use, 26, according to word received today I liked her.
ator Bacon.
from Washington, by the chamber of suffer, and I didn't think it wrong
Contrary to expectation, Lola Nor- there is rain within 4$ hours several
Chihuahua, and possession and occupancy of the
"Declining to answer will not con- fi'mily at Bocuillas,
ris, who followed her, was the one small surrounding towns will be comthen to try to help her."
him to take steps to protect ecutive chamber and offices; and that commerce.
tinue to be satisfactory to the senate
Miss Barton told of the delivery of outspoken witness of the two. She pelled to ship in water by rail from ST.
or to the people of the country," re- the family. The fact tht the Hulse I likewise deliver and surrender to
l;pr message.
ivaa never at a loss for an answer; Joseph.
are in danger was brought to the you the executive privy seal of the
joined Senator Penrose.
"What did Miss Warrington say?"
KNIGHT TEMPLARS WIND
had American border
her replies were distinct, specillo and
Hutchinson, Kan., reported a slight
Hale, Mr. Penrose declared,
by W. B. Fuller, en- - state of New York and' also all books.
"She said it was too late, that she full, given with her eyes on the
been active in Mexico City, "convey- gineer in charge of the Conchas river papers, records and documents
shower, too little to measure, during.
in
thought more of her parents than anyUst night and temperatures only a de.
said chamber or offices, or elsewhere
ing the impression that he is the repCONCLAVE
UP
else and that she wouldn't do it."
on page four).
body
resentative of President Wilson." and
or
gree or two lower than yesterday's
in my charge, possession
custody
(Continued on page four).
out
that
ions
Other quest
brought
had been in conference with Mr. Lind
ones.
high
relating to or in any way connected
to
Diggs had subsequently tried
since' the envoy's arrival.
de- Wichita
and surrounding country
or pertaining to the executive
with her, but that she was MAYAVERTTHREATENED
Senator Penrose added that he had FIVE KILLED WHEN AUTO ipartment. received.
have had an abatement of heat during
WORK BEING DVcR, lUtiWANUtKlfcS ANU
to
use
realized
the
she
when
he
and
angry
that
Vnown Hale several years
In response thereto, I decline to
the last two days, the thermometer
SMALLER GROUPS LEAVE FOR VARIOUS which she had been put, and that she
about
left Ardmore, Pennsylvania,
not passing 9S degrees, but the counrecognize yon as acting governor of
with
word
have
or
him
to
see
refused
COAL MINE STRIKE
thirteen years ago under circumON SIGHTSEEING
POINTS
STRUCK BY TRAIN
the state, and decline to deliver to you
is parched.
IS
try
him.
stances which he need not "more than
the use, possession and occupancy of
Farmers in the great Arkansas vala
of Sacramento,
MADE IN PRIZE DRILLS.
Martin
Beasley,
mention."
(the executive chamber and offices, or
ley corn country, where it usually is
business associate of Marsha Warring
"The sooner Mr. Hale's connections
'in any way comply with the demands
MEET said to be "wet when
BODIES
COMMERCIAL
COLORADO
TRAIN STRIKES A
SANTA FE PASSENGER
everything else
of
told
accompanying
unfor-ton's
the
for
father,
are severed the better
and requests in your letter.
15. Knights Templar
is
much
of their
are
Denver,
Aug.
of
to
dry''
AN
IN
the
Reno
cutting
EFFORT
PRETO
TRINIDAD
AT
Chief
Hilihouse
he
in
tvmate Americans now
Mexico,"
MOTOR CAR ON A GRADE CROSSING
"1 shall continue to exercise
and
corn and rushing it through
land their ladies who had been in Den
when the arrests were made.
concluded.
of
duties
constitutional
the
THREATENED
IN
VENT A
a grinder into the, silos before the sun
NEAR CARROLTON,
MO., KILLING ALL discharge
ver in attendance upon the
The girls were hysterical, he said, cryThe resolution calling for In for mathe government of the state of
and laughing, and eager to know
AND NEW MEXICO
COAL las drunk all the juice.
COLORADO
conclave
triennial
began
today
ing
tion went over until tomorrow.
INFIVE PASSENGERS
AND FATALLY
do with
would
in the last four days Governor
Senator Lodge charged that the
he. leaving the city in special cars and- v.hat their parents
First among other reasons,
FIELDS.
them
would
take
excurif
JURING THE DRIVER.
and
they
them,
Hodges, of Kansas, has received hunSmaller
groups
Democrats were trying to treat the
I nm oriviuBrt
taking pleasant
the nBaP,T,hlv
dreds of letters asking him to issue a
Mexican question as a party affair. His
lat its present extraordinary session !sio.ns amon '.he. Bce.,llc. sP?ts. ot Colo- - (back.
Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 15. Represen- proclamation setting an hour of a cerA telegram from F. V. Atkinson, as- it.do. Several hundred of them left
statement, made in bitter terms, folirn4ii.i-ia
..i i.
otfnimrav tf SanramPTl- - tatives of commercial bodies of Den- tain
i...
...
lowed a declaration by Senator Bacon
....
" imoiiiius iui vr uiu.miui
day during which all praying per.
,.:...," :nthnrttv tn nrHfer articles of lm. c,llerH
seuge s in an Hulu.uuu.
lulon8 to colmty' waB read' rePeatlnB a lnea-an- ver, Boulder, Pueblo and Trinidad met sons in Kansas shall offer supplicathe
tri"
taklne
Uwy
that "force meant war."
unless
of the
'
driver
the
SacramenInjured
of
dangerously
.
'the continental divide, while still sage from Judge Hughes
here today In an effort to prevent a tion for rain. It. was widely suggested
"Everything is being done that can
impeaenmeni is susiaineo.
testimony was desired, but
be done," Senator Bacon declared, irjured when a Santa Fe passenger;8" "For the purpose of preventing any iot,lers Bnent tl)e day wandering about to. whose
threatened strike in the southern Colo- that next Sunday afternoon be tha
who is 111 in Eureka.
the hills adjacent to Denver.
trcrl a
time. The governor is con
"short of using actual force, and force train struck the machine at a crossing unseemly u t r ii"Mt'
tlitit
uu
aancrtraut
.
W j.
...
..
vt
,
1.
upiBVUi
r rado and northern New Mexico coal appointed
ril
iknf
o. n.
.n
se...
.mage hub..
.e.np.u.s,
means war and war is not a thing to a mile east of here.
counsel for the lieutenant governor!
sidering the proposal.
h
to
in
intend
of
coal
dead:
In
The
made
ever
Officials
and
remained
fields.
been
several large
Denver
complaint had
be rushed into hurriedly and rashly,
The water supply of Kansas City,
iand for myself, agree on a method of !have
,
Carl Forbes and Mrs. Carl Forbes,
nresiuuiK unict?. ui
juvrrui, companies and
not to be encouraged by intemperate
repre although drawn on in the last week as
the question to the courts; io sueiju seve.a. iiiuiw uays bkhiuk luc
submitting
of lntere8t about the own' court, about either Marsha Warrington j genting tne united Mine Workers, ad- - never
by Sacramento, Calif.
speeches at this time. Attempts
for decision- and for that purpose that
before, has shown no worse
Mrs. Mabel Warner, Brookneld, mo. pVfranl.,iinnrv sessions of the courts 'num tne stress ot business ana oiner 0r ij0a jvoms.
dressed the chamber of commerce klns than a slight lowering of pres-- I
Democratic leaders to stop the Mexiconcave
testified
that
have
the
Both
Diggs
duties
Mo,
prevented
Mrs.
Wm.
Brookiield,
during
girls
Roberts,
memhers.
can discussion and turn the senate
be forlnwitn called ,n order tn8t aj
sure in distant quarters of the city.
Mid Caminetti
told them that, com
. .
a Vomlovpnter
tr
(heir enjoying,
1J- back to the tariff bill brought an outj
j.. uiur...iaatiun
' Hronkfield. Mo.! Hpeetiy
imu.
The addresses of ihe:. different speak-- Agitation for better water conditions
...ay ur u.i
ar1"R
and
that
made
awards
been
for
had
drilling
following
plaints
William Roberts was injured, it was
burst from Senator Lodge.
the miners are de-- , )or ilorses nas re8Ulted in the opening-"Respectfully
:nt tne
triennial conclave rests were imminent. Fear of scandal ers disclosed that
"I want to support the president in believed, fatally.
"WILLIAM SULZER.
and the right to o. a number of fountains. Along the
last they swore repeatedly was the determ- manding recognition
Vandeventer was the owner and
"Governor." ,of KnKh,s Templar were made
are a unit streets of exclusive residence
The
every possible way on this Mexican
operators
organize.
to
them
ining motive that induced
'
Counsel for Lieutenant Governor i1
"
matter," he cried, addressing the driver of the car. The party was on a
recognition.
against
the sign, "water horses here"
consent to the trip to Reno.
First, Rapier, No. 1, Indianapolis.
"He is not your presi- pleasure tour from here to Bruns-- ; Glynn later made an appointment to
Democrats.
of the 0ften hangs beside a lawn faucet and
The annual convention
were
the
defense
No.
for
Chicago.
59,
Second,
Kngle.wood
Attorneys
dent alone; he is the president of the wick, Mo.
confer this afternoon with D. Cady
of labor op t ig pail,
Joilet No. 1, Joilet, 111.
prised at the sudden resting of the Colorado state federation
American people, as much mine as
The cause of the accident was a Herrick, counsel for Governor Sulzer,
ens here Monday and the commercial
No. 1, San Fran- - government's case and would not
California
Fourth.
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 15 With a temyours. But I want no partisanship in mystery. The train that struck the In an effort to devise a way in which
bodies represented at today's meeting perature of 97 degrees at noon today
c uss their plans.
this
of
serious
courts
could
the
situation.
settle
going!
was
the
the handling
speedily
car was a fast mail and
At the opening of today's session will endeavor to bring about a settle- and a much higher maximum promised
Fifth, Chicago No. 19, Chicago.
on about sixty miles an hour, it is said, controversy.
You can't have
inline-- ; l.ola Xorris took the stand on cross ment of the controversy to avoid sus- by the weather bureau, Nebraska again
were
The
prizes
presented
All is Confusion.
party lines, and that is what you are Persons first to reach the scene said
announcement examination.
Back and forth, across pension of coal mining operations by was the victim of record breaking
following th
The second day of the dual admlnis-confuse- diately
Mr. Vandeventer either had become
trying to do.
the witness was led 'inducing the delegates to vote aeainst heat . Every roint in the state reportof
tend
awards,.
"You can do nothing worse than to
or else some mechanism tration in New York state dawned on
With the election of grand en-- over the testimony she. and Marsha calling a strike. The United Mine ed intense heat and the already sufferexercise the power of your majority about the car had broken, leaving it confusion in the capitol. A steel chain
of Warrington had already spread on the Workers will present a resolution ask- ing corn crop continued to wilt beconclusion
officers,
on this Mexican question. This ques- stalled on the tracks. Trains ap-- with a heavy padlock decorated the rampment
drilling contests and the selection of record of the government's case ing the support of affiliated unions in neath the blasting rays.
of
seal
that
under
way. proaching' the crossing where the great, seal; the privy
lay
tion cannot be disposed
In Omaha the humidity was someLos Angeles as the next conclave city, j against Maury I. Diggs, former state the event a strike is called,
It cannot be dismissed with a smile smashup took place can be seen for lock and key; the way to the execu-man- the
triennial conclave of architect of California, under the Mann
what
tempered by a breeze, but many
chamber, William Sulzer's citadel Knights
rods in either direction by
and a sneer."
came to an end lastjvhite slave traffic act.
outside points reported the presence
Templar
INFIRM
ARV
Another resolution by Mr. Penrose cies approaching on the nignway. Mrs. was noiteo ana narncaaea irom two n,Kht wnpn the sir Kn!ght8 aDd theiri
of hot winds,
,IudKe Van Fleet repeatedly warned
For tonight the weather bureau recalling for consular reports as to hap- Warner and Mrs. Forbes were daught-- ! offices the rival claimants to the gov- ladies left the grand ball given them Attorney Devlin of the defense that
BURNED BUT
to
continued
ers
1;
since
chair
ernor's
exercise
Mrs.
of
Roberts.
January
penings at Durango
matters,
in the auditorium. ported that it would not be quite so
this
pursuit of "Infinitesimal
SAVED
INMATES
for
functions.
Roberts was taken to a hospital here jtheir
one by Senator Poindexter calling
warm.
A1J competitive drills ended yester-- j rot relative to the material Issues of
Control of the national guard and
information as to measures to protect where he has been unconscious since
day afternoon and last 'night awards! the case" was consuming time which
Americans in Mexico, and one by Sen- the accident and physicians say his access to the great seal were preroga- were made and the handsome prizes later he might find valuable,
Provo, Utah, Aug. 15 Heroic work
tives stripped from Governor Sulzer bestowed upon the victorious teams
ator Brandegee calling for a joint in- chances for recovery were light.
There was a glimpse into the psy-bINCREASED CANTALOUPE
X
in the vicinity saved
The Forbes were visiting in Brook-fiel- by Lieut. Governor Glynn, who claims
Mrs. E. B. Field, Jr., of Denver, in etiology of the story when the well-th- Oy people living
vestigation by the house and senate
RATE IS SUSPENDED. X
inmates
of
of
lives
all
fortv
the
the
Mr.
to
Posthe
executive.
determine
chief
a
to
be
what
merchant,
acting
Vandeventer,
naval committees
auditorium, where special ceremo- mannered girl, of apparent refinement,
SS
Washington, D. C, Aug. 15.
se in the navy was being made drove them to this city where they session of the privy seal whose im- nials were carried out in connection told how she had permitted herself of the Utah county infirmary, three
on can-- X
rates
on
Increases
build-infreight
the
when
of
desouth
miles
here,
print validates all documents coming with the awards.
7hat naval program was under formerly lived and was making a
to be so much in the company of a
taloupes from New Mexico, Kan- - X
was destroyed by firer today. Res- tour home by way of Brunswick when before the governor on affairs wholly
Drew Caminetti was
teration, were introduced,
Following the presentation of prizes married man.
sas and Colorado to New York X
carried
the
flames
within the state and occupancy of the the Sir Knights and their ladies at- known to her parents, she testified, as cuers, braving
i
i demand that the senate should the train struck them.
' ontjN
X and other eatsern markets, pro- - X
Later, when friends of the dead mo- executive chambers, remained with tended the grand ball jn the auditor- Mr. Whitman, and Diggs as Mr. Fisher. many helpless invalids on cots.
ass or consider the resolutions
N Ped by the Santa Fe railway, X
valued at
The structure,
ium.
the foreign relations committee torists arrived here, it was discovered Sulzer.
"Why did you deceive your parThe loss is N have been suspended by the in- - X
was entirely destroyed.
.n opportunity to take them p. that the man in the hospital was Van
May Involve U. S.
At the huge stadium a horse and ents!?" asked Devlin.
commerce commission X
t deventer," and Wm. Roberts was dead.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 15. The automobile show, followed by a dance,
lator Bacon urged that all
"Well, I knew Mr. Caminetti and partly covered by insurance. The fire X terstate
federal government soon may be con- was attended by several thousand Mrvt)iggB were married," she said, which started in the roof, is supposed X until December 13.
be given to the president. Vandeventer has not recovered
fronted wilh, the problem of determln- - people.
"and 1 know that my parents would to have been caused by a spark.
"Tiile the senator is deliberating In
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NO DIFFERENCE.

PORTALE Boils Are a
Bad Indication
FOR PALACE OF
Dangerous Fallacy that they
are Healthy Stop
GOVERNORS
them.

SPANISH

Is Here the Same as
Everywhere.
For those who seek relief from kidney buckache,, weak kidneys, bladder
ills, Doan's Kidney Pills offer hope of
relief and the proof is here in Santa
Santa
Fe, the same as everywhere.
Fe people have used Doan's and
Santa Fe people recommend Doan's,
the kidney remedy used in America
for fifty years. Why suffer?
Why
run the risk of dangerous kidney ills
fatal Blight's disease? Here's Santa
Fe proof. Investigate it.
Jose Ortiz v Baca, Alto St., Santa
iFe, N. Mex., says: "Off and on for
three years I was troubled by pains
in my back. I saw Doan's Kidney Pills
recommended for this complaint and
I got a box. They relieved me In a
short time. aLtely, I haven't needed
ja kidney medicine as my kidneys have
I am pleased to
been in fine shape.
verify the endorsement I have given
Doan's Kidney Pills before."
For sale by all dealers. Phice 50
Scents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Kemeinber the name Doan's and
The Proof

B3A Special Sale
3

BEANS

DYER PORK
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ER GROCERY GO.
PHOITE 40.

OLDEST
TURES

Foster-MUbur-

take

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

MEXICO

JUDGES

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
In the beautiful Pecos
Valley, J.700 feet above sealevel,
unabioe every day. Open air
work throughout the entire ses-

Located

Regents

j

President.

E. A. CAHOON.
J. E. RHEA,

I

i

j

:

p. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

j.
B

Tn particular!

and Illustrated

cata-ague-

address,
COL. JAS.W.WILLSON,Supt.

i

for over
year-olKalph
three years has been unable to talk
and was lapsing into hopeless idiocy
regained his speech and his mind
through an operation in Harper hos-- i
the pressure on his brain being
relieved by trephining his skull,
by
The operation was performed
Dr. K. J. O'Brien, 420 Woodward ave
nue, who was called in about two
weeks ago. The cause of the trouble
was located by an
photograph
taken by Dr. P. M. Mickey,
About three years and a half ago
the boy walked out of a second-storwindow, injuring his head in the fall,
From that time until Monday he had
been unable to speak and had dim- culty in using his legs. He developed

DONT

LOOK
AROUND

WHICH WILL

IN WORK HERE.

M'FIE

YOU

looking arounp

Tho appearance of bolls lends many
pi'oi'lo lo ronsiilur them a HiRn of roll; at constitution.
They are more apt
In signify a condition of wick blood.
skiKBlsh circulation and a morbid con-i- i.
of
.ion of the body. Use H. S. S. for the

straight to
$0t it,
and the price
BC

HONORED

ters."

,

tlnod,
It has the peculiar action of Boaltlnff
tll,.u(fh )e inleallne(, airectiy ,nto the
buiuil. In a few minutes its Inlluence la
at work lu every artery, vein und tiny
vupillury. Every membrane, every organ of Ihe body, every emunctory
in effect a filter to strain the
blmiil of impurities.
The stimulating-propertieof S. 8. a compel tho skin,
livi :. bowels, kidneys, bladder to all
work to the one end of casting out
every irritating, every
atom of poison; it dislodges by irrigation all accumulations in the joints,
muses acid accretions to dissolve, renders them neutral and scatters those
peculiar formations in the skin that
best of all, this Temarkable rem- ely is welcomeS.toS. the weakest stomach,
S. at any drus store.
Yu can pet
e
any e.ion 10 sell yuu a
thins claimed to be "just as trood." If
yours is a peculiar case and you desire
expert advice, write to the Swift
Co., US Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
..-

McDonald,

Come
us-we'-

PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

AM?SfETAiL

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T, & S. F. Railroad Depot.

I Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
ROUND TRIP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
Pueblo

.

.

.

$16.35
18.15

.

21.10

Col'do Springs
.

Denver,.
Salt Lake City J 40
St.

Ogden,

Paul.
On

.

.

Q0

51.85

...

St. Louis
Chicago

.

.

$47.35
5

1

.85

62.85
.
66.45
Buffalo . .
New York City 78.85
Detroit .

.

.

Sale June 1st to September 30th.

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

ANNUAL

THIRTY-THIR- D

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

RkjHT.

TIME
LOOKING
WHAT'S THE USE OF YOU WASTING YOUR
AROUND WHEN WE'VE GOT JUST EXACTLY WHAT YOU WANT?
WHAT'S THE USE OF YOU WASTING YOUR TIME LOOKING FOR
THAT YOU
ANY BETTER PRICES WHEN WE'VE GOT THE PRICE
AROUND OUR
WANT? WE WON'T WASTE ANY TIME LOOKING
STORE FOR WHAT YOU WANT. WE HAVE A SPLENDID STOCK OF
HARDWARE THAT WILL STAND THE HARDEST WEAR AND WE CAN
WAIT UPON YOU QUICKLY, AND WILL BE PLEASED TO SHOW YOU
JUST WHAT WE HAVE WHETHER YOU BUY OR NOT.

COMPANY.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

PHONE 14.

PHONE 14.

Hpe-cii- ic

(client training and experience.
Almost every member of the class
if 1H:! of the college has now secured
a position along the same line of work
it. which he graduated from the colli ge.
S. I. Bousman is doing engineering work for the Chino Copper company at Hurley, X. M., and will
be sent to Alaska in the fall to do
fi'rther work for the company there.
.Miss Ruth Brainard will teach in the
city schools at Artesia during the
coining year. C. C. Brlggs has been
appointed as instructor in the Glared
n.ont School for Boys at Claremont,
Calif. C. h. Clay is doing chemical
work with the government pure food
laboratory at New Orleans, La, J. W.
Knorr has been apponited county ag
ricultural expert at Sterling, Colo. H.
q. Smith is assistant in dry land
riculture at the government dry farm
experiment station at Tucumcari, N.
M.
L. G. Thomas is doing road engi- neering work for the Dona Ana county good roads commission.
Earl J. Wilson, of the class of 1913,
has been given the position of farm
manager of the New Mexico Institution for the Insane at Las Vegas.

n
tut
nr
IFlI vU7 ii

O

prob-r.lil-

e

OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most Important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
desired.
THESE

N

I

DAYS

POWER
IS QUITE SO CONVEN

N

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
for
the hurried breakfast, your vacuready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

I

FRECKLES

'

:TO:
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WILL

ag-th-

CAPITAL COAL YARD

DONT HAVtt TO

waste: any tme.

AND

The regents who met are Governor
Judge John R. McFle,
Judge N. B. Laughlin, James Selignian,
Colonel Kalph E. Twitchell and Frank
Springer.
After the organization of the board
for the ensuing year, the matter of restoring the Old Palace to conform to
the model now seen in the assembly
room, was brought up. While there
destructive traits, breaking every-- I may have, begn some opposition tc
this restoration program it seems the
thing that came within his reach. The
did NOT come from th"
opposition
comdevelopment of his mind was
board of regents who have the con
pletely arrested and his condition was trol of the Old Palace and who voted
becoming worse as he grew older.
to have the work done.
It is said the
Dr. O'Brien found a depression
want the ap-- '
that
regents
argued
they
about twice the size of a silver dollar
propriation given by the legislatur- ein the boy's skull when the opera- or a good deal of it
spent in work on
The lad stood
tion was performed.
Old Palace rather than on salaries,
well.
the operation
Plans Are Ordered.
"Mamma, papa," he lisped as his
Plans were ordered made for thi.
overjoyed parents bent over him in portale and bids will be submitted as
the hospital.
soon as the plans are accepted. It is
"Quit that," he said to the nurse the announced intention of the board
who was adjusting the bandages about !of reg(,n(s (f) have a cement floor rfr
his head
place the brick pavement in front of
"It certainly will seem like a mir- the Old Palace look old indeed, and
acle to have Ralph restored to him- be of still greater interest as the oldself again," said Peter Blay, 801
est official building in this country.
FINDS SNAKE IN BED.
The improvements will cost $3,000
avenue, the father of the boy".
"He has been a great care to us since to $3,500 and every dollar of this sum
Nashville, Ind, Aug. 15. Joshua
his injury, and I was afraid that his is to be spent, right here, it is said.
living five miles south of
Rogers,
the
The applications of Messrs. Nusmother would succumb under
can explain the feeling of
Cooper,
burden of caring for him. We have baum and Bradfield, for a leave of a man who awakens suddenly and
done everything that we could for absence without salary, were favor- finds a big black snake his bedfelhim, and it seems almost too good to ably acted upon. These two members low.
Mr. Rogers awoke
about 12
be true to expect him back to play of the school faculty will work in the o'clock and when he lighted a lamp
with his brothers and sister once interest of the San Diego exposition. saw a black snake coiled on the bed.
Mr. Walter Selected.
more."
He ran into the kitchen and got a
The regents decided to select Paul 'stick of wood and Killed
It
it.
At the hospital it was reported that
Ralph was resting easily. He was in A. F. Walter to take care of the pub-- . measured 4 feet, 11 inches long.
good physical condition aside from thei"sit.v work ot the Museum and School
of American Archaeology.
Mr. Walter
Injury to his head, and it is expected
resided in Santa Fe for years and
two
in
weeks.
out
be
will
he
that
In Los Angeles.
If he accepts
"Of course it is impossible to say now is
position and it is thought that
whether the restoration will be im- the
will he will begin work October
said Dr. he
mediate and permanent,"
1.
are
so
far
all
the
signs
O'Brien, "but
Routine business was transacted and Now is the Time to Get Rid of These
There is no ques- very encouraging.
Ugly Spots.
while
the details were not given out
tion but what he has been greatly reThere's no longer the slightest need
it is said that the regents took up
existed
condition
has
the
but
lieved,
several "matters". of general interest. of feeling ashamed of your freckles,
for over three years, and it may take
othine double
as the prescription
to
some time to restore his mind
strength is guaranteed to remove
normal."
STATE COLLEGE
these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of othine
Ralph wbb a bright little boy beYEAR double
fore the accident. He has five brothstrength from your druggist
SEPTEMBER
druggist, and apply a little of it night
ers, two older than he and two youngand morning and you should soon see
er siBters.
State College, N. M., Aug. 15. Prep that even the worst freckles have
r.rations are being made for the open begun to disappear, while the lighter
HIGHWAYMAN IS
ones have vanished entirely, It is seling of the 24th year of the New Mex
dom
that more than an ounce is needHOSPITAL
ico State College on Tuesday, Septem
(N THE
ed to completely clear the skin and
her 2nd, and the officers of the insti
gain a beautiful clear complexion.
Chester, S. C, Aug. 15. Aji uniden- atution say that all indications point to Be sure to ask for the double
record
breaking year.
tified highwayman is in the hospital
othine as this is sold under
The opening of the coming term strength
here with probably fatal injuries reof money back if it fails
guarantee
ceived when he was nn over by an will witness many changes in the col- to remove freckles.
automobile driven by W. B. Ferguson, lege since a year ago. Dr. George E.
a wealthy planter, whom he held up Ladd has succeeded to the presidency
of the institution, the position of reg-and tried to rob.
As Mr. Ferguson was motoring near IMrar is now occupied by Thomas J.
'Great Falls he was stopped at. a lone Guilfoll, and there will be a new proly place by two men. They demanded fessor of military science and tactics.
that he give up his money and valua- The new $30,000 engineering building
Go
bles As Mr. Ferguson showed a dis- will be put into use for the first time,
nnd
a large enrollment is expected
position to refuse their demands, one
Don't go! Come right here"
of the man walked in front of the car. lor the trades courses which are besay the merchants of this
pointed a revolver at the planter and ing offered this year. A rearrangetown in today's SANTA Ft
told him that if he dared to run his ment of the payment of tuition, which
NEW MEXICAN.
into
car another foot he would kill him.
for
flret
in
effect
goes
the
time
Wonderful how these live
SI 3, will work an advantage to studMr. Ferguson parleyed with him for
business men anticipate your
ja few minutes and then, when the ents by providing for their admission
needs.
highwayman was off his guard, threw to all athletic and dramatic perform-iM.ce- s
r
Right now they are cleaning
car
and
to
all
his
the
all
jon
speed
including subscription
their August stocks and planstudent publications.
could command. The car jumped
The freshman
ning what they shall offer you
and threw the highwayman to class is expected to exceed all past
at Christmas.
ithe ground and ran over hiin. His records and indications are that there
The steamers and trains are
.confederate ran away. Realizing that will be a much larger percentage of
bringing Irr your fall attire-plan- ned
the man had been badly injured, Mr. students of college grade, as compared
long ago.
Ferguson returned and summoned a to preparatory students, than heretoBut the important part in the
ii "fTfJl
physician. If the man recoveres he fore,
and winter
will be jailed.
merchant's fall
Captain Edward N. Macon, of Washplans is to start with fresh new
ington, D. C, a retired officer of the
HOW'S THIS?
goods.
I'. S. army, has been appointed proWe Offer One Hundred Dollars Re- fessor of
He must sell what he has
science and tactics
military
ward for any Case uf Catarrh That at the New Mexico
right now. That's why August
of AgriCollege
Cannot be Cured by Half Catarrh culture and Mechanic
is a month of unusual retail
Arts, to succeed
Cure.
sales. Better clear shelves and
Chas.
P.
who
been
has
Major
George,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. relieved
a temporary loss, than capital
the war department on acWe, the undersigned, have known F. count of by
tied, up In summer merchandise.
ill health. Captain
Macon
and
15
the
for
last
J. Cheney
years,
It pays to watch the advertiscomes to the college from the Fort
believe him perfectly honorable in all
every day in the year, but
ing
I'nion
of
Virginia,
Military
Academy
business transactions and financially
It will never pay you better
where
his
is
work
by
inspectreported
able to carry out any obligations made
than right now In this month of
ing officers as excellent. He will arby his firm.
August.
at
rive
State College during the latter
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
The time to buy is when the
Toledo, O. part of August
other fellow Is anxious to sell
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter George W. Kable, of Berkeley, Cal.,
and never are the merchants ofl
jnally, acting directly upon the blood as received the appointment as asbetter inducements than
in
fering
sistant
and
ox
met sjsieni.
auu mucous Buriaces
irrigation engineering
now.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents will take up his duties at the State
Read and seel
College on the first of September. Mr.
uuuie. ouiu uy oil urugKw.
Take Hall's Famllr Pills for'onst Kable is an irrigation engireer cf en- j

,

Uy one 'A

surgery

Way who

War Department.

sion. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL-su- ch
as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
I radaates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.

15.
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other.

the miracles of modern

RESTORED

OF $3,500

WHKT DO You NEED?
WE'VE GOT IT

STRUC-

Striking features of the meeting
the hoard of reaents of the New Mex- ico Museum at the Old Palace yester-day were:
Reorganization of the board, with
presJudge John R. McFle,
ident, and Judge N. B. Laughlln, sec- ret?.ry and treasurer.
Decision to erect a Spanish portale
in front of the Old Palace restoring
the original construction as described
in the archives.
Granting of leave of absence for
two years without salary to Jesse
Nusbaum, explorer and photographer
and to Wesley Bradfield. Both will
remain on the faculty of the school,
however.
R.lArtinn of Paul A. F. Walter, for- merly of Santa Fe and now of the
Los Angeles Times, as head of the
bureau of publicity of the New Mexico Museum and School of American Archaeology.
other "matDiscussion of certain

n

Detroit, Mich., Aug.
'

BE

LAUGHLIN

SURGICAL FEAT
SAVES A CHILD

'The West Point of Ihe Southwest.
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SANTA FE WATER SLIGHT CO.

OPENS 24TH

2

Where Shall
to Get It?
We

1

ST FARES

MM

W

TO EASTFRN

New Mexico

Central and

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

The

Best
Route

POINTS VIA

El
N. M

Paso & Southwestern.
AND

RETURN,

$12.10.

I

.,East

MHHiliigl or

pr West

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
Qr EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt.,

LH

high-powe-

for-war-d

Albuquerque, N, M.f
OCTOBER

6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11,

1913.

IIIIIIIIIMltlllllll

Each Department Overflowing With

Splendid Attractions.
tlMMMMMMHHH

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

RANK A. ST0RTZ, MANAGER,
I

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

1

it

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of
104 DON QASPER

Telephone 9 W

ST.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
:
Day or Night Phone, MO Main.
License Nombers, Ml.
PostofHce.
Doer
Next

to

SANTA

FRIDAY, AUGUST 15, 1913.
Hnme nnd started to scalp the out
side of the steel shell.
OF THE CAPITOL
Near the top is a ball, and as Tiekner proceeded upward, lie heard a
FIGHTS FOR LIFE faint buzzing sound, but never reuliz- ing that lie was approaching the "hang
Lansing, Mich., Aug 15. Clinging out" of a hornet, colony, he continued
desperately with one hand to a slender his ascent. Suddenly, out of a crevice
steel rod and buttling with the other, in the ball section of the dome, came
against a swarm of yellow jackets, De- a big yellow jacket. Another followed
forest N. Tiekner, of this city, narrow- and then another. Soon there were
ly escaped with his life, when he dis- hundreds of them. Tiekner began to
turbed their nest in the cnpitol dome, retreat.
275 feet in the air.
Tile hornets followed. One alighted
Tiekner was engaged by the board on Tickner's bare arm, and stung him.
of state auditors to paint the capitol Although suffering intensely he fought
dome. Lofty places hold no terrors
for him, and alter climbing the spiral (luickly worked his way down the
ladder, to the top rung, he stepped outside of the dome, until he reached
through the little window far up in the window.
I

FAINTER ON DOME!
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COURT SCENE IN DICGS WHITE SLAVE TRIAL. SOMEDONT'S

the

AFTER BEING CONTINUALLY CHASED, SNAPPED AND PESTERED
POSE IN COURT FOR THIS NEWSPAPER.

BY

DIGGS

PHOTOGRAPHERS,

HIS

AND

ATTORNEYS

CONSENTED

TO

For Stomach and Liver Sufferers.
Don't take medicine for your stom-jacailments morning, noon and night.
only gives
;hk usually such medicine
temporary relief and simply digest
jibe food that happens to be in the

h

j

Stomach.

Don't permit a surgical operation-- j
There is always serious danger in operations, and in many casen of Slorn-jucLiver and Intestinal Ailments the
knife can bo avoided if the right
remedy is taken in time.
Don't go around with a foul smelling
'breath caused by a disordered Stomach and Liver, to the. discomfort of.

j

those you come In contact with.
If you are a Stomach Sufferer don't
think you cannot, be helped, probably
worse cases ban yours have been re.
(stored by .Mayr's Wonderful Stomach
Remedy.
Most stomach ailments are mainly
catarrhal condition.
caused
by a
Mayr's Wonderful .Stomach Remedy
not only removes the catarrhal mucous, but allays the chronic Inllaina- -'
t ion
and assists in rendering the entire alimentary and intestinal tract
'antiseptic, and this is the secret of its
marvelous success.
Don't suffer constant pain and agony
iand allow your stomach ailments to
physically undermine your health. No
bo
(mutter how severe your caso may one
or how long you have suffered
Stomach
dose of Mayr's Wonderful
Remedy should convince you that you
can be restored to aealth
again.
Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy
has been taken and is highly recommended by Members of Congress,
Justices of the Supreme Court, Educators, Lawyers. Merchants, Hankers. Doctors, Druggists, Nurses, MantifaeFarmers
hirers, Priests, Ministers.
and people In all walks of life.
Send for FREW valuable booklet on
Stomach Ailments to Geo. H. Mayr,
Whiting St., Chicago, 111
For sale in Santa Fe by Dutt's Drug
Store, West Side of Plaza, and druggists everywhere.
I

j

and shows
case. It was taken during the trial of Maury I. Diggs, white slave defendant,
This is the first posed picture of the
both defendants and the imposing array of attorneys defending them.
From left to right Maury I. Diggs, Luke Howe, personal attorney for F. Drew Caminetti. son of the commissioner of immigration who is next,
then former U. S. Dist. Atty. Robt. T. Devlin, chief counsel for the defense, and Nate Coglan, who passed th.; jurors in the case.
Diggs-Caminet-
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"That's the sixth Studebaker we've

in"

the only kind to invest

passed

Here
last, word
public
vice jobs:
A "good government contractor."
Lucius K. Wilson, of Detroit, has
just "sold" the city of Dayton, Ohio,
clean municipal government.
lie took
the job on contract, fulfilled his agreement, and has received his pay check.
in

now-a-da-
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"Elastic Bookcase
Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units as desired.
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citizens committee un organization
that would make possible the adoption KILLING OF SACRAMENTO'S UNDERWORLD QUEEN MAY MEAN
of the commission manager form of
LONG IMPRISONMENT FOR REDLIGHT
GIRL WHO SHIELDED
government.
HER GUILTY LOVER WHO ENDED BY MAKING HER FACE LONG
to
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"One of my first moves was to make
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Rubber Stamps.

1,1'CIl'S

PRISON TERM.

HONEYMOON TRIP

FIRST CAR RIDE
Frederick, Md., Aug. 15. Celebrating Iheir honeymoon by taking their
first ride on a railroad train will be
the novel experience of Arthur H. Huf-fe3;:, and Mary Ahalt 19, both of
Middletown, near this city. They have
and
planned a trip to Washington,
their journey will be the first that
either has ever taken. Mr. Huffer
proudly admitted that he had visited
Virginia some months ago, the motive
power consisting a team of horses.
"You are only married, once in a
lifetime," said Mr, Huffer, "and I
think that the occasion should be
made as memorable as possible. A
ride on the steam cars will be a new
experiment for both me and my wife,
and we expect to have a fine time."

r.

So the movement for a "commission
manager plan was started.
Tint neither Patterson nor his four
friends knew beans about practical
politics or how to organize a non
partisan movement.
to Detroit and got
So they went
Wilson.
At that time Wilson was in the
business of going to cities, organizing
commercial bodies for them, installing
a syBtem, raising a maintenance fund
land then turning the completed pro-- j
iluct over to local managers.,
So he came to Dayton under con- -

UNCLE
MEXICAN
BLOODY

B.

A.

Wright,

Still

Lincoln

ne

1-

ne

Ken-lHO-
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SAM'S

OF

PRISONERS

REFUGEES CAPTURED BY AMERICAN TROOPS WHEN THEY
CONFLICT NOW RAGING IN THE SOUTHERN REPUBLIC.

CROSS

BORDER TO

ESCAPE

SELF-INKIN5--4,

1

2
4

-4,

1-

-4

G

x 9, 55 cts.

JSc
25c

I.M
UM

x7

1--

j

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS,

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
SANTA FE,

NKV- -

MrXICO.

U. S. troops guarding Mexican refugees on government wharf at San Diego. Six hundred prisoners of war
were taken when the Mexicans fled their own country to escape the conflict raging there. It was alleged they
had violated the neutrality law by fl eeing to the United States for safety.
The men were a sullen lot. They talked little and smoked continually, but all said they were glad to get a
way from the bloodshed of Mexico. They will be held at the federal pris on at fort Rosecrans here.

;

South African

portable "refrigerating

Made by

Adam Appell Water Bag
Portland, Oregon

C.

a

j

1- -2,

:

forty-eig-

BOLT KILLS WOMAN
CLOSING WINDOW

LN

m

water always cool
in the sun or ihado, every
one guaranteed.
A sanitary and durable article;
will keep water cool for
hour; is compact and
very easily carried ; made in
various sizes; is used and endorsed by all whose duties
take them in warm climates.
Is used by the U. S. Gov't employes. Every bag guaranteed.
Send for our latest pamphlet.
FOR SALE BY ALL
DEALERS EVERYWHERE

i

2 x 3 5-- 4. 25 cts ; 2 -4 x 3
21 cts;
3
73 cts;
2,
otcts; 4
All cowra. Stm iod kek, 25 cts per hettfe.
1-
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Saginaw, Mich., Aug. Vi. Miss Han-ir.Whitmpre, 59 years old, who lived
with her brother on a farm near
Bridgeport, was instantly killed by
lightning. Miss Whit more arose, and
went to the second storv of the house
jio close a window. As she put het
Lands on the sill she was struck in
the head. The bolt burned her entire
jbody.
The storm was the second in 4S
hours to visit Saginaw and vicinity.
Several house were struck by lightn-(ing- .
and reports came to the fire de- partment of barns destroyed in the

ir.

plant"
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15
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j
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the men.
The trio is charged with the brutal
murder of Cherry do St. Maurice,
queen of the Sacramento tenderloin,
in the palatial Cherry club here on
July 8. Cherry was choked to death.
Drumgoole and Raber admit, when
they tried to bind her up so they could
rob her of her jewels.
Cleo Sterling, they say, blackened
their faces before the robbery, in order to disguise them, and planned the
robbery.
They confessed the crime and implicated her soon after their arrest in
Sun Diego.
Hut the girl has been silent.
"I love Sam," she said. "I know
nothing of the murder."
This she repeated over and over
again, shielding her lover when thei
police of four states were seeking him. j
Hut. her lover had no such loyally
j
for her. He "squealed" on his sweet- heart, and now she faces a murder!
charge.

WAR

one-ha-

1- -2

ilTfHiffi
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tec
Local Dater -- say town and dte, for
inch
Ledger Dater month, day and year In
men....
Regular Line Oater month, day and year,
inch....
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Defiance Model Band Dater...
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Wood Cot
Pearl Check Protector

!'.

j

-2

one-ha-

j

-

1- -2

ne

Altona, Fa., Aug. .". The blunder
of a ticket agent in a Cleveland railway oflice in selling Annie Pando,. a
Austrian girl, a
pretty
ticket to Eldorada, Pa,, an Altoona
suburb, insteod of Kldorado, III. prevented a wedding yesterday and
caused the young woman to spend two
idays in the little railway station,
alone and without food,
A Pennsylvania Railroad patrolman
discovered her nearly starved. The
girl could not speak Knglish, and desperately fought the officer when he attempted to remove her. insisting that
her prospective husband wpuld not fail

-

-2

-2

HALTS WEDDING

avenue,

Mc
laches tof
.". . . Ite
Each additional Hoe en stamp
One-liinches kmc . 20s
and not over J
Stamp, over 2
15c
Each additional Hoe on stamp
One-li2fc
and not over S Inches loot
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
3c
One-liMe
iot
Stamp, over 5 Inches kmc
Each additional line, same price. (Carved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
25c extra
Borders of aH shapes, under 3 inches toof
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type nsed Is
lf
one line for each
over
Inch in stxe, wo rhxs
lf
inch or fraction.
1-

f

reported to the police that his autorroblle had been stolen from in front
lot the post oflice. Shortly afterward.
Eugene Wilhelm and William
Lawn cemenedy, caretakers at
tery about JS miles oul Grand River
it venue, rejunieu ami mej imu
lured three boys in an automobile
which they supposed had been stolen
end were holding the boys. From the
license number, the car was identified
as Wright's machine.
Detectives Donovan and Dwyer went!
to the cemetery at once and had Cleo
the girl in the case, and her lover, Sam Raber, whom she
young Barry, who had driven the car triedSterling,
to shield. His confession makes her face long term in prison.
out, bring it back He ook the detectives on what they acknowledged was
Sacramento, Aug. 15. A slip of a murder,
thebest ride of their lives, keeping
dir(,c,1-v- ,
In a
low her own
21 years old, is in the county jail
girl,
all
the machine going at top speed
iH'f rwn nnrlv men 110 m nil tn
samp
of
ou
a
trial
charge
here, awaiting
the way.
charge (,,e0 SlerlinB is le Kirlt
Jack Drumgoole, prize fighter, and
Sam J. Kaber, cate entertainer, are

PRICE LIST.
.Stamp, net over 2

AGENT'S ERROR

"

WHEN

YOU FIND YOURSELF WOTTING
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSfl
A RUBBER STAMP
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL 9F TIME.
PEOPLE ARE USINO RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME.
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

''.

r&

Detroit, Mich., Aug. 1.1. Detectives
Donovan and iDwyer were treated to
the most thrilling ride of their careers
alleged
by John Barry, a

E. WILSON.

ter Co., and four other Daytonians
of
got tired of the domination
ward W. Hartley. Democratic
boss,
and his political machine.
"The only way to get rid of Hanley
is to iret a new form of government
jand make It nonpartisan," said Patter--

SAME

One-li-ne

151-15- 6

a

POLICEMEN RIDE
IN STOLEN AUTO

CO.

g!

&nd Desk combined.

desk and bookcase ever made,
Roomy, convenient, attrac- five. We want to show you
its advantages and possi- bilities. CiU, write or phone

M

DENVER

PORTLAND, ORB.

iesSSSTI

if

NOW

y

Set our Dealer or write us.

CITY

HE DID, AND

-

"'My father used to say that Studebaker honor was as sure
as a United States bank note. He was talking after having used
Studebaker vehicles since he was a lad. and he told me his father
before him said, 'Be safe get a Studebaker.' "
"Vehicle builders can"t hold that sort of reputation
without delivering the goods. A Studebaker wagon has the
best in it. That's why a man gets the most out of it why it's
always an economy."
"Dealers may say to you something else is 'just as good.' But
when you buy a Studebaker, you're making a safe investment
every lime."

CHICAGO
KANSAS
DALLAS
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN FRANCISCO

SQUEAL;

card index of every voter in Dayton
end find out his politics, religion and
Here's the story:
social connections," says WUson.
Nearly a year ago John H. Patter
"Then we perfected an orgai.ization
son, nean ot tne .National uasn rtegis- In every precinct.
"We had four things in our favor:
A just cause, a complete organization
that reached every voter, a representative ticket headed by Patterson and
sufficient money to run the campaign. '
For weeks the citizens committee
workers talked individually with the
voters. There were more than fi.OOfl
of these "workers."
Hundreds of
public meetings were held.
Three weeks before the election
billboard was plastered with advertising. A week later Wilson went
into the newspaper with single and
double page advertisements, telling
the people what a rotten government
they had been having and inviting
them to make a change.
The result was that the entire
manager ticket was elected.

er

NEW YORK
MINNEAPOLIS

CLEAN SHE WOULDN'T

GIRL FACES A MURDER CHARGE.

"The only kind because, as I always say, when
a man puts money in a thing he wants to know that
he's going to get the worth of it out again."
"That's plain business as I look at it."
"That's why I say the price doesn't tell you anything at all. There's only one thing that talks except
the wagon itself. That's the name of the maker."
"When you buy a Studebaker you're buying a
vehicle that has behind it and in it sixty years of experience sixty years of success and sixty years of
reputation for the square deal. That's why a Stude-bakalways looks good to me."

STUDEBAKER

MAN SELLS CITIES
GOVERNMENT.

YOUNG

surrounding country.

More than two inches of water fell.
New Mexican

bring results.

Want
Try it.

Ads

always

Delicious

Hot Chocolate.

October's chilly dtyt laggeat agsutbiai
warm tor the irmsr nun.
Ws'nt ready.
w.-tlerTUur hot ehoeotsta msds from
caoice proauci : noiearor
Its purity, excellence and
deliciomness of flavor.
Ws don't know of sny other store
that term if&y&lt etaocolsts too
expensive, perhaps. It's different st OURS
there's nothing too good for our patrons.

A

PIPING HOT
CUPFUL FOR

sA
OU.

Served with dainty, crisp crackers.

)

lwsys frsah. If you're
n. of the city we'll express It to yon.
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MOTHER OF 10 TAKES OLDEST SONS ON

1500-MIL-

WALK TO SHOW THEM A STRETCH
OF THE COUNTRY ; THEY'LL

OUT"

Morgan, Harter and
kette and Devought.
At Louisville

Standing of the Clubs.

"CAMP

Game-Milw-

Club.

"4

.698
.c:io
.52S
.523
.447

32
37

3

..57

51
51
57

.!

.40

Bas-

-

aukee

1

Louisville
Slapnicka, and Hughes;
National League.
Won. J.ost. Pet. Northrop and Severoid.

New York
Philadelphia
Chicago .
Pitttiburgh
Brooklyn .
Boston .
Cincinnati
St. Louis .

ALL THE WAY.

Second

Moore;

...0

i

0

3

0

Woodburn,

FEW CHANGES ARE
LI KELVIN 1914

Louisville
Columbus
Minneapolis
Kansas City
Toledo
St. Paul
Indianapolis

65
66
65
54

CO

.42.'!

09

.HK4

53

.551

54
54

.550
.516
.454
.451
.410
.385

dam, who had been threatened with
death if his company did not desist
i'i its work of constructing a dam
across the Conchas river.'
Mexican farmers had complained
it was depriving them of water.
Mr. Fuller fled the country and reported that Mr. and Mrs. Hulse and
daughter were in the same danger
from Mexicans that he had been.
New Minister of Finance.
Mexico City, Aug. 15. Enrique
a member of the Mexican senate, today took the oath as minister
of finance in succession to Toribio Es-- '
quivel Orbegon, , who resigned some
'
weeks ago.
Denies Asking; Intervention. '
"Eagle Pass, Texas, Aug. 15. Col.
Jesus Carranza, brother of the constitutionalist leader, denied today that
he had invited American intervention
in Mexico and said his utterances on
this subject had been misquoted.
He again declared that "constitu
tionalists will continue to fight Huerta
until he is eliminated," and added
if intervention came, "constitutionalists would know how to deal with it
in a manner consistent with the honor
and integrity of the nation."
Mediation Proposed.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 15. Media-tiofn. Mexioo By the United States,
Argentina and Brazil was proposed in
a resolution today by Representative
Towner of Iowa. President Wilson
would be authorized to
the officials of the South American
countries to make offers of media
tion.
Hulse is Safe.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 15. Shirof Lieutenant
ley C. Hulse,
Governor Reynolds of Pennsylvania,
with his wife and child were believed
by 'Senator Penrose to be imminent
danger from revolutionists, are
in the city of Chihuahua.
This
information reached the state department today from an American who
had just reached the border from

Washington. I). C, Aug. 15 While
their unconverted Bisters were Insist
ing before the house rules committee
that a majority of their sex did not
want the ballot, delegates to the National Council of Women voters today met to discuss ways and .mean!!
for
universal suffrage
winning
throughout the country. This was tB'fl
closing day of the council's three days
The sessions were deconference.
voted to consideration of policies and
reforms to be presented in 1914.
The
had their
today when, led by Mrs. F. W.
Scott, of New York, president of the
National association, opposed to woman suffrage, they appeared for an inbefore Chairman
'"''"lal hearing
nry and members of the house rules
i i.mmittee.
Chairman Henry of the committee-tn present, heard the arguments and
promised a formal hearing for next
December.
Miss Anna Bock of Los Angeles,
a!' i argued for the
She charged that of four million Am
erican women enfranchised, not more
than 460,000 really desired to use the
right. She said the suffragettes were
for
recuring congressional hearings
"campaign thunder'' and used as a
bludgeon and a threat the argument
that four million women already have
the right to vole..
"I voted once," said Miss Bock. j
That was enough for me."
-

i

j

AND HER TWO BOYS

:

e

'

They will stop

at

ment.
They will be independent of hotels
on their trip and will "camp out" all
the way. Mrs. Chester plans to complete her journey of about 1500 miles
in 60 days. After the fire which destroyed her home, Mrs. Chester lost
her health and was unable to get
work. She regained
strength and
health by systematic walking and she
has taught all her children to walk
long distances and to take care of
themselves in the open.

THRILL NEXT SASON'S

-

j

taught to draw 'a wagon. The wagon
will be used to carry the camp equip-

"

Write for sample
pages, full par
ticulars, etc.
Kamo this
paper and
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send free
a act of
Pocket
Maps
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Superb
Chocolates
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Middletown.

AMERICA
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ih

Y., their home, where they will
pick up a trained dog they have

IN

miuii

Where They Play Today

N.

MOST MAGNETIC WOMAN

Mi-fi-

j

ter requesting persons along the route
to show them every courtesy.
Mrs. Chester wore a snort skirt, a
loose, comfortable
waist, a broad
straw hat and stout, thicksoled shoes.
She carries a satchel swung over her
shoulders and carries a stout walking
stick. Her boys are dressed in loose,
costumes and
comfortable
outing
each of them carries a satchel and a
stick.

"irir-itiii- nt

got himself in wrong early in the season, but he has his team playing as
well as can be expected, considering
65
the material. In the National League
65
54
Tinker and Huggins nre having a
hard time getting ahead, but. Huggins
67
54
72
45
appears to be the only one who stands
.
All other chocolates seem
any danger of being replaced. Tinker; TEXAN ROBBED AND
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Boston.
at
Chicago
the Meadow club today Gustave F. by the individual lines we
before the A. A. season closes. In rt-- j
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn.
Touchard, of New York, defeated Carl
turn for him the Hens expect a good
BIG GAME SATURDAY NIGHT.
St. Louis at New York.
carry. We will be glad to
H. Dehr, New York,
Toledo
from
the
Naps.
fcouthpaw
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
William J. Clothier, Philadelphia,
have you judge this confecwill recall Pitchers Leak and Myer
On Saturday night at 8 o'clock
from Charleston, W. Va., Pitcher Wil Charles Gooch will play the big match defeated Alfred S. Dabney, Boston,
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3 6 and
tionery as soon as convenient.
llama and Cather Brady from Water- game of
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BEING ARRANGED BY LEVY
Aug. 15.
Albuquerque, JO. Mex..
Direcor
Mark Levy of the New
Mexico A. C, plans to match Battling
THIS tS WHAT
Chieo with Spider Moffitt, a promising
National League.
El Paso bantamweight,
for the main
REALLY WAS
At New York
event of the .Labor Day card. Moffitt
1
St. Ixwis
has won his ,last six lights, beating
6
New York
both Kid Payo and Young Gene, Pa-o'-s
Perritt and Wingo; From me and
brother, in bouts recently in the
McLean, Hartley.
Juarez bull ring. He Is picked as the
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El
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THERE, SMITH ?
At Philadelphia-Cincin- nati
beat Kid Boyd In ten rounds at Ven2 9 0
ice. Cal., and has fought a draw with
0
3 9
Philadelphia
Kid Dalton, the California lightweight
Bren-nan- ,
and
Packard
Kling;
Johnson,
trial horse. If Duffy and Torres are
Alexander and Killifer, (11
signed up, they will box eight rounds
to the
as the
fight.
At Brooklyn
In any event, a good boxing card
3
Pittsburg
will be put on at Elks theater the
3
Brooklyn
night of Labor Day under the auspices
(Tied end of twelfth inning).
of the New Mexico Athletic club.
now-saf-

New York, Aug. 15. Just to prove
that Edward Payson Weston has nothing on her, Mrs. Marie B. Chester, the
mother of ten children, has started to
stroll from New York to Minneapolis.
If she follows her schedule, she will
beat Weston records, and this, she
says, she has ample faith in doing.
Weston walked for the glory of being
called the champion pedestrian. This
woman who has brought ten children
into the world, is making the trip for
the double purpose of showing a good
part of the U. S. A. to her boy and to
earn money with which to rebuild a
home that was burned down.
Mrs. Chester is forty-fivyears of
age and is accompanied on her trip
by two of her sons, Henry and Charles,
aged fourteen and thirteen, respectively. Mother and children are experienced campers. They started from
the city hall after shaking hands with
Mayor Gaynor, who gave them a let

trs'K

n

I

Special Correspondence.

tionary in many years.
the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6006 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about thi3 .inost
remarkable single volume.
Contains

'

i

MARIE B. CHESTER

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dic-

;

j

MRS.

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

j

s

Pittsburg, Aug. 15 When the. 1913
season opened no less than five major
,.n
U7
.uSU league clubs started out
with new
,41
managers, four of the National and
cne the American, it being one of the
American League.
Club.
Won. Ist. Pet. l iggest houBecleaniug years so far as
in some
MTi managers are concerned,
35
72
Philadelphia
.609 time. Despite the fact taat a number
(17
43
Cleveland
48
.551 of teams are going along poorly this
59
Washington
51
.518 year, there is not much chance that
58
Chicago
Another sweeping will take place at
.540
54
51
Boston
close of the campaign. Neither
C3
.428 the
47
Detroit
the Yankees, Browns nor Tigers are
.386
44
70
St. Louis
the world afire, but both
67
.350 setting
36
New York
Chance and Jennings 'ire under contract for two more seasons, and do not
American Association.
t'tand danger of losing out.
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.
Stovall may be let out in St. Louis,
49
.588 but. even this is
70
Milwaukee
improbable. George
..44

WEBSTER'S
NEW

(Continued from page one).

BOTH AT WORK

BASEBALL

E

PENROSE ASKS ABOUT
HALE'S MISSION.

SUFFRAGETTES
AND ANTIS ARE

pocket-billiard-

s

FINEST

Today's Games.

4T

TO

PLAY GOERS.

LIKB

Bres-Dalian-

seml-windu- p

American

Leigue

Chico-Mof-fi-

INTEREST AND GAMES
INCREASE IN TOURNAMENT.

At Chicago-N- ew
2
3

York
Chicago
Caldwell and Sweeney;
Schalk.

Tonight at the Montezuma, the folCicotte and lowing matches will be played in the
billiard and pool handicap tournaments now in progress there:
American Association.
At billiards. Wetzel R0 vs. Oatman
100; Cole &0 vs. Owen 00; Cronenberg
Si vs. Burke 150.
At Columbus
2
Kansas City
At pool, Creegan 100 vs. Ortiz 50;
3
Columbus
Baca CO vs. Hoover 60.
Cole and
Richie and O'Connor;
Last night Burke playing 150 defeat-eSmith.
Martinez CO, by a score of 150 to 41
in 30 innings. Burke made a high
At Louisville
run of 14 and Martinez 0. Dr. Diaz
2 11 0
St. Paul
50, defeated Wilson, handihandicap
3 9 0
Louisville
cap 30, by a score of 50 to 28 in 50
Clemons and
Karger and Miller;
innings. Wilson 30 defeated Enos 70
V Clemons.
by a score of 30 to 68.
At pool, McClintock 35, won from
polis
At
Read 45, by a score of 35 to 37.
3 8 1
55 defeated Read 45,
by a
.... 2 5 0 Chavez
Toled6
score of 55 to 31, and Chavez also wori
Patterson and Owens; James and from McClintock, playing 35, by a'
Land.
score of 55 to 30.
c

Toledo-Minnea-

I

YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Reports of games received too late
ror publication in yesterday s New
Mexican:
National League.
At Boston Second Game
...5 9 2
Chicago
1 2 1
j Boston
Pierce and Archer; Perdue, P.udolph
and Whaling.

TINKER SAYS HAS NO
IDEA OF RESIGNING.

i

I

MISS HELEN

FERMAN, BELASCO'S

New York, N. Y., Aug. 15. David
Belasco, the wizard astronomer of the
stage, has found a new star Helen
Ferman. He Is going to see that she
chines next season.
Nobody knows anything about her.
But when Belasco says he has made a
discovery, most persons take his word
for it, remembering Mrs. Leslie
Carter, Frances Starr and a Bcore of
other unknowns that he has made

famous.
"She has the most magnetic personality of any woman In America," says

MYSTERIOUS

NEW

STAR

Belasco.
ocDU
in a minor role in one of the Belasco
productions and then dropped from
view. But David did not lose sight of
her. He saw in her rare talent and
has been planning how to bring it out.
He is giving her much personal attention, and declares that with a little more development and a suitable
role she will deap to a great success.
Aside from her talent and personality, she is one of the most beautiful
women on the stage.

At New York Second earneLouis
.3 6 3
.7
8 2
New York
Boak, Harmon and Wingo; Tesreau
A
n .1
fMi
J a

st.

eighth-darkn- ess.)

American
At

League.

Cleveland-Philadel- phia

2

9

Cleveland
6 10
Plank, Houck and Schang; Blanding
and O'Neil.
American Association.

At Toledo
Kansas City
Toledo

2
4

Philadelphia, Aug. 15. "Joe" Tinker, manager of the Cincinnati baseball club, when asked this afternoon
regarding rumors that he Intended to
resign because of criticism over the
standing of his team in the race for
the pennant, replied he would not quit
"under fire." He admitted that there
was some friction between himself
and others connected with the
FRAM PREPARES TO
SAIL THROUGH CANAL.
Buenos Ayres, Argentina, Aug. 14.
The whaler Fram, commanded by
Captain Doxrud, left here today for
Colon to take on board Read Admiral
Robert E. Peary'and Captain Roald
who will
Amundsen, the explorers,
be the first to pass through the Panama canal on board ship.
Captain Amundsen will afterward
proceed in the Fram toward the north

pie.

.iiiLiiOLKiai'

DIGGS CASE IS DRAWING
TO A CLOSE.

'
(Continued from page one).
terrogator.
In all the essentials her narrative
was the same as that of Marsha War
rington, but richer in detail. She reaffirmed that the elopement to Reno
was only brought to pass by threats
c ' exposure
if they remained in Sacramento; that marriage had been
promised before and after their flight
8i:d that Diggs bought the tickets. .
"My mother couldn't Stand the
She said that
ihhock," she testified.
she had objected to the arguments of
'
"
Diggs.
-

"It always takes bullets to kill,"
Diggs had replied; "I guess she'll get
ever it all right."
"He said we should all be absolutely ruined if we stayed in Sacramento,"
she continued.
"He told us that
every one would scorn us, that every
one of our friends would leave us and
we should be pointed to as two girls
ho had been connected with them In
en affair. Finally we agreed to go,"
Before she met' Caminetti, she had
been a pure girl, she testified, and
r ot until the last night' of theli1 three
days in Reno had she yielded to him.
Caminetti, she Bwore, was aware oi
the truth of this and even admitted
it to her. He had reiterated his prom

ise of marriage.
The girl finished her painful story
late In the afternoon. In the twenty
that remained for
she contradicted no particular of it. Her relief when she
stepped down from the stand was visible, and she smiled as her father
stepped forward to put an arm around
her and shield her face from the
photographers, who flocked about the
doorway of the federal building.
The dread of pictures had been the
n

hibst' trying ordeal the principals in'
the 'case have had to face. "1 don't
wint my picture sent broadcast over
the kind as a white slaver," exclaimeS
Caminetti, as be ducked a camera!,

iSnila,NV isuOril
Heaciaclie Nervousness
For Backache
due to disorders
and
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STATES

8

BANK

TRUST GO.

GOOD ROADS DAY

Does a General Banking Business.

CITIES
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ALONG

Your Patronage Solicited
President.

J.

M

I I I

II H I

1 1 1 1

FOR
5 Room Modern
5 Room
6 Room
6 Room
10 Room

Modern

Modern
Modern
Modern

FOR

B. LAMY,

TO WORK ON

Price $3,800
Price 2,500
Price 3,000
Price 4,800
Price 5,000

1

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP)
SURETY BONDS

LOANS

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Mllllliliiiilliiiiilliii

I The Denver & Rio Grande R.R.

1

ELEVENTH ANNUAL

EXCURSION

N. Ad.,

BURKHART TAKES OVER U. S.
DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
Albuquerque, X. M., Aug. 15. lTnit- -

WM. M. SCOTT, T.

I

& P. A.,

San Francisco

Street.

Colonel iR. W. Dobson well know n
lawyer, is here from Albuquerque. He
125 Palace Ave
is at. the Montezuma.
.
sister (fl
Miss Eleanor Marron.
..
Frank Marron, deputy state treasurer,
of activity but at the expense
entertained at bridge yesterday.
0 ,lllo,(,d values, little support being
Frank Staplin, V. S. commissioner, c,ffm.,l 011 the decline,
publisher, merchant and real estate
Tu, miV(,,t douce weak. Selling
dealer, is here from Favminglon.
l ased on reports
of further crop
H.
Socorro
of
assessor
A.
liaca,
(..lllspU a rapkl decline in the
Canmj,e
becounty, is in the city on business
)i(fit houl.
S0(.,.s 01)h. ,.(,moU,ly a.
tore tne state oouru i
mm- iiian.auui.. reeled by
;,
,,) t .,
Reed Holloman, of Tuouincari,
cMtious were no less weak than the
niominent Quay county attorney, is in grangers.
to 2
Losses ran from
the city tor a week on legal business. points. Steel, which was extensively
is in
11. I'. Owen, of Albuquerque,
sold, lost over four points from the
the city, representing certain clients week's high.
of
before the state board
equalization.
JoBeph M. Ilaca and .1. X. Alarid,
who have been taking baths at the MAYFLOWER
Jemez Springs, are bac k in the city
TERCENTENARY
much Improved in health.
of
L.
IS CELEBRATED
M.
Dorr, a prominent
the department of the interior, who
has been here for two weeks or more,
Southampton, F.ng., Aug. 15. A meleft at noon today for the east.
morial in celebration of the tercenlen('. F. Lambert, of the mounted po in y of the
departure ol the Pilgrims
. ii.i.u . uu,
lice, leu mis hmciiiu.,,,
f ()m SmI,ilaInpUm tol. America, was
where ho is stationed, after spending
Walter llines
..:,, hrH
a few days in Santa Fe unit vicinity.
age, the Tinted States ambassador,
Miss Dora Fischer w;s one of the li is a column erected on the site of
party who left this morning for the Ithe pier from which they embarked
Frijoles canyon to enjoy the week's oil the Mayflower,
1
stay with the archaeological students.
The ceremonies were presided over
Miss Luisita Ortiz, daughter ol
of
the
mayor
Southampton.!
Luis M. Ortiz, of Chamila, is visiting 'by
were made by members of 2
relatives and friends in the city. She Speedier
and Brewster
is stopping with Mr. and Mrs. Juan S. 'the Alden, Winslow
IVmilies
and
(i. Butler, of;
by
Joseph
Ortiz.
Mrs. W. II. Lloyd and brother, B. Voungstown, Ohio, who unveiled the J
Ohio panel at the base of the menuF. Butler, leave tomorrow for
where they will visit for the nient.
next few weeks with relatives
and
AuToday,
Feast of Assumption
friends.
Alvnn K. White, state superintend- gust 15, is observed throughout the
ent of public instruction, returned last ( atholic world, as the feat of the asnight from Clayton, where he visited sumption of the Messed Virgin Mary.
the county institute. He reports an
attendance of 122 which is a. record
for the county.
L. Bradford Prince returned yesterday from Alountainair
where he was one of the speakers on
the Chautauqua program on historical
SAVES DAUGHTER
day. The governor
reports a very
pleasant time.
W. S. Peale, of Alamosa, who was!
here a great deal during the last ses-- Advice of Mother D.0 Doubt Pre- sion of the legislature, has Conductor
vents Daughter's Untimely End.
Willis' run on the d. & it. u. out ot
this city, during the absence of the!
"
letter, who in on his vacation.
.1. w. Been, oi tu uito; isanmei
I was not able to do
"
Kv.
rM(v

J.

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

CRICHT0N,
Manager & Treasurer.

Secretary.

IHurkhart is in I.as VegaB, arranging
with former District Attorney Stephen
;B. Davis, Jr., for the formal transfer
lot the papers and documents of the
j office
to which he was recently
by President Wilson. These
details will be attended to with as
much dispatch as possible, and Mr.
jlSurkhart is expected back In the city
r
iSafuiday. ,
j
George C. Taylor, private secretary
to Mr. Burkhar. was very busy
getting the affairs of the
in shape for the return of lib:
chief. It, has become necessary lor the
jnew distr'ct attorney to enlarge his

Lumber and Transfer Co.

oflit-lu-

(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL TRANSFER

BUSINESS

AND

STORAGE

Your Business Solicited.'
100

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

and 35 W.

For quick results,
little "WANT."

;

SCHOOL OF MINES

Spanish-America-

Mrs. Laura Bratcher, of this place, "and
was down in bed for three months.
I cannot tell
you how I suffered with
my head, and with, nervousness and

n

LI

SOCORRO, N. M.

WALL STREET.

COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrica Engineering and Mechanics' Engineering.
ADVANTAGES: Requirement
fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are Illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
purity; good dormitory. accommodations at low cost
etc. '
'..-.-.;.,'--

For full Information,

or catalogue, address

Season.

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENT

not delay, as they wilt
soon be off the market.
Do
WE

ARE RECEIVING

DAILY SHIPMENTS

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

OF

STRAWBERRIES.
CANTALOUPES

NATIVE PEACHES, APRICOTS,
PLUMS, ETC., ETC.

THE REGISTRAR

H.

S.

KAUNE

a

PRONTO," BUT

ANOTHER BARGAIN!

HERE'S

Adobe House of five or six rooms, no bath, on large lot
fronting (ialisteo Street. About a dozen bearing

fruit trees, chicken yard, etc.
SNAP CASH PIUCE FOR LQUICK SALE

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital Cily Bank Building, Santa Fe,
::::

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,".

f.

M.

HAV WARD HAS IT.

STOVE?!

When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol?
have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno." all high- grade chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
I

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

THE STAR BARN
-

W. A. WILLIAMS,

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines.
Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONIES

TWO AND FOUR

Re-

j

PROMPT SERVICE.

HORSE OUTFITS.

310 San Francisco St.

ash !

uy For

Espe-

cially should you do this with your

Flour

Hay,trialGrain
let

and
us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

Give us a

THE S4NTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
- -

M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

saHENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

Advisory Dept., Chattanooga. Tenn., (or Stenal
book. "Home
Instructions on your case and
Treatment for Women," in pla;n wrapper. N.C. 125

aj inxirumrLruxUTiJiiiruxruu-iJWiiri-

Phone 139.

BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

c
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THE AMERICAN

TEA

TEA

,

We have

just received

a complete assortment of

V

W$

MARK

MARK-VOTE-

NEW PACK TEAS

In

all the PopularBlends

New York, N. Y., Aug. 15,The
OUR ICE TEA BLEND
apathy of today's stock market afforded a striking contrast to recent days,
when dealings were large and broad
Is
pleason a rising tendency. Trading in tne
first hour was perfunctory, the ticker
frequently coming to a halt and before noon conditions were utterly
stagnant. Issues usually accepted as
market leaders were slightly under
previous day's final quotations, but
there was no pressure, although
FAMOUS ORANGE-PEKOCanadlau Pecific, .New Haven and the
Hock Island issues were down one to
AND
almost two points.
Advances were restricted to minor
RUSSIAN DE LUX
liiilways and specialties, including
Harvester, preferred; Virginia Iron
be
Are
and Lorillard Tobacco, the latter ris
ing seven points.
Bonds were steady.
VERY COMPLETE STOCK
Only limited amounts of stock were
offered at the lower levels and when
some inquiry arose later, prices movTHE MODERN GROCERY CO.
ed up easily to where they left off yesterday. Westinghouse Electric issues
Phone 262.
were bid up smartly, the common ris
5
1
the
and
points.
preferred
ing
Union Pacific led another movement
in the later dealings soon being joined
isby Reading, Steel and other active
the
were
which
at
of
then
most
sues,
3
5
day's low level. There was a slight

particularly
ing these warm
summer days

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
power of
only realized the business-buildin- g
Bond Paper and
own
stationery, you would choose your
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
first-clas- s

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 7 efficient, you would specify

TETLEY'S
E

STEAMBOAT
SPRINGS
WATERMELONS,

WE SOLD IT

And we will show you how much you can save.

womanly troubles.
Our family doctor told my husband he
could not do me any good, and he had
to give it up. We tried another doctor,
but he did not help me.
At last, my mother advised me to take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. I thought
it was no use for I was nearly dead and
nothing seemed to do me any good. But
I took eleven
bottles, and now I am able
to do all of my work and my own
washing.
I think Cardui is the best medicine in
the world. My weight has increased,
and 1 look the picture of health. "
If you suffer from any of the ailments
peculiar to women, get a bottle of Cardui
Delay is dangerous. We know
today.
it will help you, for it has helped
many thousands of other weak wome
in the past 50 years.
At all druggists.
Writt to' Chattanooga Medicine C , Ladies'

f

Are now as low in prices
as they will be this

It's too late to get Agua Fria Street Bargain.
"

!

j

NEW MEXICO

WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.

: WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT

New-Yor-

j

Phone

iwusm
INSURE

I

j

s

S.

HHONE 180.

ST.

2IO SAN FRANCISCO

l

d

j

Ail-Arou-

to-da-

,

of Fonasco, all members of the board
of regents of the
Normal school at El Rito, are In the
city to attend a meeting of the board.
Miss Lottie Iiowen, a former Santa
Fean, who is accompanied by her
friend, Mrs. Ella J. Macey, both of
San .lose, California, who have been
visiting with Mrs. p. Harroun and
other friends, leave for home tomorrow.
F. C. Wilson, of this city, who was
elected president of the State Bar association at Baton, this week, returned home last night, li. P. Davles, the
of the Santa
'office Bpace to accommodate,
the only other representative
the
state
Fe
at
bar
meeting,
preceded
businer.s of the office, nn.1 anriliir
Wilson home by a day.
iroom. adjoining the present office of Mr.
Miss Helen Gridley, of San Pedro,
Mr, Burkhart has been engaged,
the handsome little daughter of Mr.
Mr. Burkhart's commission has
j.
from Washington, and he has and Mrs. Haines Gridley, arrived in
the city last, evening, and will assist
begun actively to prepare for the
that are before him. A number in attending her mother and brother
of Important cases will be on the who are both convalescing from the el-performed during
docket, at the next term of the United fects of operations will
be good news
States court, and the new district at- the past week. It
to their many friends 'to learn that
be
will
familiarizing
busy
kept
torney
in both are on the rapid road to recovjhimself with the points involved
the litigation which is to come up in ery.
Those who will spend a few days at
the near future.
the Frijoles cliff dwellings under the
Work for the New Mexican. It li suspices of the American School of
for Buckman
this
working for you, for Santa Fe and Archaeology left
morning, whence they will go to the
the new state.
Several left yesterday and
canyon.
others earlier in the week. In all ten
tickets had been sold before today,
and 27 tickets were sold this mornKAUNE &
H.
ing. Others went by wagon. Among
those who left this morning were Mr.
und Mrs. Ilewetl, Dr. Patten, Dr. CarWhere Quality Governs the Price roll, Mrs. Perkins, Mrs. Asplund, Mrs.
Greene, Mrs. Thomas, Miss Williamand Price the Quality
son, Miss Eva Keefe, .Miss UTagee,
Miss Carroll, Miss Pirn, Miss Hannah,
'Miss Bcyd and Miss Williams, of Al-V'nrH
hiiiiiiorfinu Iniliro Mtp1w unit
Dr. Hodge will leave toIngraham.
morrow morning, and Rev. McCol-leugis counting on leaving Monday.
,

and
Family
when
for
a
20c
Magazine
you buy a 10c Pattern, good
year,
This offer is
until Aug. 15th. Come to the store
good for a limited time only.
12 Numbers of the Best Fashion

'

e

L. A. HUGHES,

For 20 Cents a Year.

j

j

j

Date of Sale, August 16th. Return Limit,
September 5th, 1913.

CO.

ii:c,-c,a-

To make

I

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE

to Salt
Lake City, Utah,
$2850 SanAL7enth
$2850
Juan Excursion

At Less Than Cost

X

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

DR. BROWN'S

15.

1:

DRY GOODS

"The Woman's Magazine"

X

SEPT. 17

place in Michigan and which will be
in effect in Missouri soon.
Dr. Brown's plan is that on Wednesday, September 17 all the residents of
the cities and towns along the Santa
Fe trail get out with automobiles,
picks and shovels and work the roads
for one day. For those business men
who cannot leave their business a man
can he provided and paid for his laAll autobor by the business man.
mobile owners will be expected to
work hard all day. Dr. Brown slated
this morning that he had consulted
with the bUBinuss men of Santa Fe,
Wagon Mound, Springer and other
places and that they are all greatly
interested in the movement.
The proposition will be worked out
will
on this day and a committee
probably be appointed in each of the
cities to look over the road before the
general road repairing.
"We are at a great disadvantage
with the roads in their present condition," said Dr. Brown this morning.
"A general good roads day will solve
the proposition in a lasting way," Dr.
Brown continued by saying that the
people of Walrous were anxious to
see the roads placed in good shape
and that they would devote every possible effort to making September 17 a
big day. In reference to the present
condition of the road between
Las
Vegas and Watrouu the doctor said
that the old road was now- in fair
shape but that automobile tourists
j should
not take the old ford but
should cross at the new crossing. Dr.
Brown stated that on account of the
lack of rain that little work had been
done on the roads near Wntrous but
that it would he started as soon as sufficient rain had fallen.

PROPERTY

CH

Santa Fe,

IF

MAY

ALL

September 17 Good Hoails day for
the cities and (owns along the Santa
Fe Trail from Santa Fe to Raton was
the object that Dr. W. T. Brown of
Valmora brought into Las Vegas yes- iterdny morning. Dr. Brown is one of
ithe live road boosters of Mora county
and is anxious to see a genera! good
road movement such as has taken

PROPERTY

SALE-CI- TY

JUAN

ROADS

MEXICO

j

in the Tesuque Valley
10 Ranches in the
Espanola Valley
3 Large Grants in the State
Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
RFNT-(
Five Room Modern Brick Cottage

SAW

TRAIL,

Las Vegas, N. M., Aug.

Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza,
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Summer Foods As
Cause of Dyspepsia
What To
Many Also Get Diarrhoea
Do in Either Case.
Summer ought to be the months ot
r.ost perfect health, hut owing to contaminated water and milk, unripe
fruit, germs and insects the average
cf health is not good at this time ot
the year. There is mucn smn trouble
f;om acid fruits, and much dyspepsia
ai'd diarrhoea from cold foods and
i'.ed beverages.
The skin trouble is easily stopped
ty discontinuing fruit for a few days,
and by the use of mild laxative to
clean the bowels and tone the blood.
corrected
The dyspepsia is likewise
by the use of a laxative that has
l ined with it the elements of a diges-jal)t've tonic. Hence the best remedy
tc use la Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
which, as its name indicates, is a
jleasant laxative combined with the
virtues of pepsin, which we all know
is the best cure for indigestion.
TTse Syrup Pepsin also for summer
diarrhoea. Avoid astringents, physics
and cathartics, as they are unnecesof good
sarily harsh. Thousands
American families prefer Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
among them
those of Mrs. W. A. Taylor, Beloit,
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ARE all exposed to such dangers our only armor is good red
blood! Let your stomach be of pood digestion, your liver active
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and your lungs full of good pure air and you don't surrender to any of the
germs. The best known tonic and alterative, that corrects a torpid liver,
.and helps digestion so that good blood is manufactured and the system nourished, is
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(By Gilson Gardner.)
This famous medicine has been sold by medicine dealers in its liquid form for
over forty years, giving great satisfaction. If you prefer you can now obtain Dr.
Washington, I). C, Aug. 15. That
Golden Medical Discovery tablets of your druggist at $1.00, also in 50c size
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Are you ambitious to own your own home?.
Have you been waiting because you thought lots
were too high?
One MASTER opportunity is now offered you in the
Don Diego addition. These are the most desir- able lots on the South Side. Four blocks from
the Capitol.
boulevard. Alleys for every lot.
Sixty-foUnsurpassed landscape views.
Six hundred feet of large water mains have recently
been completed.
.
Reached either from Cerrillos Street or Galisteo
and Buena Vista Avenue.
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FOR CASH

li is not necessary to tell the WISE ones, that are
right now "harvesting," of the
blows that are being used to wake up some of
the real assets that we have here.
will not
Such an opportunity as we offer you y
be had again. Prices we ask you will be five
tlmes as nigh in the very near future- Now is the opportune time. If you ever have am- 5ition to be a KINQ nd own your own home
we urge you to take advantage of this sale. We
"re JJ?SJ contemplating to build to adopt the
sledge-hamm-

er

to-da-

New Old

Santa Fe plan.

These lots are rolling and well drained.
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